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About This Game

Prove you have what it takes to lead your own wrestling franchise to victory! You're the promoter and it's your job to crush the
competition by assembling, managing, and developing a winning roster of wrestling stars. Choose from hundreds of global

wrestlers, develop your own story with the newly revamped storyline section, manage large promotions, schedule PPV and TV
events, and form alliances to defeat the competition. In this realistic simulation, you'll deal with plenty of egos, backstage

rivalries, locker room politics, TV networks and ruthless rival promotions. It's your time to step into the ring and conquer the
world of Total Extreme Wrestling.

Features:

The most accurate wrestling simulator ever made, including wrestlers with styles that can change over time due to injury,
age, or skill level changes. Managing your wrestlers is a key skill.
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Choose from hundreds of detailed wrestlers from around the world

The in-depth editor tools allow players to create their own databases, including a Quick Wrestler Creator.

Develop your own storylines with the newly revamped storyline section.

Narratives allow for an element of storytelling in the game world. The user can pre-set certain events to happen on
specific days, along with the optional ability to create a story explaining the event that will appear on the in-game web
site.

Choose from hundreds of Match Types.

New even more realistic Battle Royals.

Manage Large Promotions with the Assistant Booker.

Build territorial promotions with the Umbrella Promotions feature .

The "Create a Product" mode allows you to fine tune a promotion's style to your exact specifications, from specifying
how long matches are expected to last to how much appeal the promotion has to mainstream audiences.

Advance Booking mode allows you to pre-advertise matches of any type for your upcoming shows.

The Game World Balancer automatically makes sure that there is a good distribution around the world of key staff like
announcers and referees.

The title lineage feature allows you to pre-set histories for any championship in the game, allowing wrestler's old title
reigns to be recognized.

All title belts have a prestige value, meaning you can try to raise certain championships in the eyes of the fans.

User Preferences allow you to maximize your ability to customize the gameplay experience.

User Characters allow you to enter the game world, and take part in shows, whether you want to be a wrestler, an
announcer, or simply stay backstage away from the cameras. Grant specific strengths to your created characters.

In-depth merchandise settings.

User Preferences allow you to maximize your ability to customize the gameplay experience.

Crush the competition by forming alliances with other companies.
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Basically, this game is a glorified spreadsheet program. Your goal is to take known variables and combine them with hidden
variables to get a rating that is as close to 100 as possible. For example: You create a show. In that show you have to create
matches and "angles." Angles are basically the story elements. You pretty much have to just use your imagination. Seriously, all
angles actually do is tell the program to compare the stats of two or more workers. In it's simplest form, (wrestler A) * (wrestler
b) * (product, or fan expectations) = final rating. Now in reality, there are actually hundreds of variables to consider, but that's
pretty much it.

The storylines are whatever you say they are. You can do this because you are role playing. You can type whatever you want into
the story field and it makes no difference at all. You can even leave it empty. Seriously, all I could think of while trying to
create a story was that episode of Family Guy where Peter lets Stewie play with his sock.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LvCURQQWkTA

So to recap: I paid $20 for a spreadsheet/calculator program where 90% of the gameplay is your imagination. I felt like I was
playing D&D by myself.

Damnit, WWE! Just give us back GM mode!

And YES, I do know how to play the game. I spent several hours on Youtube watching tutorials.. Quite hard to master, but this
is absolutely a solid game for the future Pro Wrestling Booker!!!. Great game if your into wrestling and managment games..
game was good how ever wish they had past and current wrestling originizations like ecw,wwe ,nwa /wcw ,tna stars. Great game,
do not buy through steam, they don't allow you too access the system files and so you can't add content. Much needed. Waste of
money here.. How do I download mods with it on steam, just seems complicated. Great Game that all Wrestling fans should
play. I only wish Valve would put later version of the game on steam as it would be great to play an updated version.
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One of the best wrestling games i have ever played. over 100 hrs on record.... Great Game that all Wrestling fans should play. I
only wish Valve would put later version of the game on steam as it would be great to play an updated version.. Very fun to play,
you can customize everything!!. Great game if you have ever wanted to run a wrestling promotion like WWE, NJPW or even
ROH, this game is for you, while I'd go for the 2016 version, TEW 2013 still is a great purchase on Steam since you don't need
a e-license.. This is a must have for any wrestling fan.. An in depth management simulation of the wrestling world. It takes you
completely backstage of all the things that takes place behind the scenes of the real world. You can pretty much take an idea and
put it to paper, but you'll soon find that the idea is either not worth it or it simply worked out for you. You have to understand
every wrestler you have with a gimmick, their salary, the scheduling (whether you book them in a show too many times or not
enough), learn how to build the momentum of a worker or to completely destroy their entire career, you can customize
absolutely everything, and you can fall in love with the in depth micro managing side of things. The best part of this game, is
that the modding community is mind blowing, from fantasy creations to updated real world mods. Currently, this modding
community is somewhat lackluster since TEW16 has been out (which I own), but sadly it isn't on Steam, which it really should
be. I go back and forth, as TEW13 has a better design layout in my opinion, but TEW16 is less buggy and has more features that
makes a difference between the two.

If you love management games, spending hours upon hours customizing, and love wrestling, this is the game you NEED.. game
was good how ever wish they had past and current wrestling originizations like ecw,wwe ,nwa /wcw ,tna stars
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